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Development Control Committee 9th December 2014
 
Use by the Head of Paid Service of his urgency powers to vary the provisions of 
the Section 106 Agreement – Weldon Park. 
 

 09/00083/OUT 
 

Proposed Mixed Use Urban Extension For Up To 1000 
Dwellings, Local Centre, Employment, Primary School, 
Community Facilities Footpath, Cycle Ways, Roads, Car 
Parking, Balancing Ponds, Formal and Informal Open 
Space, Landscaping and Associated Development – Land 
At Oundle Road, Weldon For Charles Church Developments

 
The Development  
The scheme, for up to 1000 houses and associated development is located to the 
East of Weldon Village and is part of the North Eastern Sustainable Urban Extension 
to Corby (along with Priors Hall), a key site in delivering growth for Corby. The site 
has been Masterplanned as a Sustainable Urban Extension.  
Summary 
This report is required by paragraph 2.11 of the Constitution’s Scheme of 
Delegations following the use by the Head of Paid Service of his urgency powers to 
vary the provisions of the Section 106 Agreement to permit the use of Deferred 
Developer Contributions towards future maintenance of public open space. 
Report 
This application was originally discussed by Committee in January 2010 and 
subsequently on 16th April 2013. In 2010 Members agreed the recommendation that 
the application be approved subject to conditions and Section 106 agreement, 
following referral to the Secretary of State. A package of 106 contributions was 
agreed by Member is 2013 in line with the table annexed to this report at Appendix 1. 
Negotiations surrounding the Section 106 agreement have been protracted and 
difficult. The developer asserted that the scheme was not viable with the level of 
contributions required by this Council and by Northamptonshire County Council; this 
assertion was rigorously tested by external consultants retained by the Council and 
the developer’s contention was confirmed. 
It was agreed that the scheme as currently constituted would support an up-front 
package of section 106 contributions of £10 million with 10% on-site affordable 
housing. 
Following extensive further negotiation a mechanism was agreed whereby the 
scheme would generate additional 106 contributions – the Deferred Developer 
Contribution or DDC - in the event that scheme viability improved over time. 
Essentially, scheme viability would periodically be reassessed whereby current build 
costs would be deducted from actual revenues achieved from house sales with the 
result being compared to a bench-mark levels of scheme viability determined as at 
2013. 
In the event that revenues were to rise faster than build costs the scheme would be 
assessed as having additional viability and a DDC would become payable. The final 
level of DDC, if any, would not be known till the scheme was completely built out 
after approximately 10 years from commencement, but was, in any event, capped at 
£15 million. 
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The most significant of the contributions that the scheme was assessed as being 
unable to support was the full 30% of on-site Affordable Housing called for by policy. 
Other contributions, relating to education, highways and public transport were also 
assessed as being unable to be met from up-front 106 payments and fell, therefore to 
be met from the DDC in due course. The potential final allocation of DDC moneys 
was therefore approximately £13.9 million towards off-site provision of affordable 
housing and £1.1 million towards education, highways and public transport. 
Subsequent to the heads of terms of the 106 package and DDC being agreed by 
Committee in April 2013 further extensive negotiations with the developer took place. 
One particularly difficult area related to the prospective adoption and subsequent 
maintenance by CBC of various areas of public open space. A plan showing various 
categories of land – Sports Pitches, Childrens’ Play Areas, Formal and Informal 
Public Open Space, and Woodland – is annexed to this report at Appendix 2.  
The fundamental difficulty with which officers were faced was that within the overall 
budget of £10 million the amount allocated to the future maintenance of the public 
open space of £1.585 million was considered inadequate, particularly given the 
potential costs of ecological management associated with the woodland and informal 
open space areas. 
A compromise was agreed whereby the woodland and informal areas would not pass 
to the Council but would be maintained by a management entity, the terms of 
reference and funding of which would be agreed by the Council. 
It was also agreed that the Sports Pitches and the Childrens’ Play areas would come 
to the Council with specific maintenance contributions attaching to them; these 
maintenance sums are considered acceptable. 
More problematic were the remaining areas of land – identified on the plan as 
Amenity Space, Park, Other Open Space and Allotments – which might, at the 
developer’s option pass to the Council or alternatively be transferred to the 
management entity. In the event that this land were to pass to the Council a 
commuted sum of £684,400 would be paid to the Council to pay for its future 
maintenance. 
The negotiations that resulted in the above compromise, as has already been noted 
were protracted and very complex and it was only during final checks before the 
agreement was actually completed that officers concluded the level of contribution 
relating to the future maintenance of the remaining areas of public open space – in 
the event that the developer exercised its option and passed these to the Council – 
was inadequate. 
Normal practice is for a ‘blended’ rate to be applied to the maintenance of land of all 
types and for a sum based on a twenty-year period of future maintenance to be 
required. This blended rate is currently £11.50 per square metre. 
In the context of the current development, in an attempt to reduce the contributions to 
fit the £10 million limit that the scheme could support, a lower rate of £8.00 per 
square metre and a shorter maintenance period of 15 years were agreed to be 
acceptable but, when the  anticipated cost of maintenance of the remaining areas of 
land was deconstructed it was found that the commuted sum at the reduced rate 
would only pay for between 8 and 9 years of future maintenance. It is impractical to 
be more precise than this because the exact cost of future maintenance of some of 
the categories of land is still uncertain. 
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This result was similar to calculations that gave rise to the allocation of the DDC to 
affordable housing, education and highways, but had not been identified at a stage 
when Committee approval of applying some (to a maximum amount of £900,000) of 
the DDC moneys to the future maintenance of the Public Open Space could have 
been secured. 
The Committee is also asked to note that in the event that the developer does not 
exercise its option to pass the additional public open space to the Council, no 
variation of the allocation of moneys already agreed by the Committee in April 2013 
will be required. 
 
Urgency Powers 
Paragraph 2.11 of the Scheme of Delegations contained in the Constitution of the 
Council permits the Head of Paid Service to exercise such powers of Committees as 
he feels necessary in cases where it is not practical to wait until the next meeting of 
the Committee concerned. 
In the present case it was considered: 

1. That it would be reasonable to apply some of the DDC moneys towards 
meeting the shortfall – probably between £300,000 and £600,000, but in any 
event not exceeding £900,000 - in the maintenance budget for the land. It is 
accepted that this would impact on the budget allocated to the future provision 
of off-site affordable housing but, in the context of a potential budget of £13.9 
million, this represents a reduction of only between 2 and 6%, which was 
considered to be acceptable; and 

2. That decision on this matter could not, practically, be deferred to the 
December Committee. The developer’s options to purchase the land for the 
development from various land-owners were either on the verge of expiring or 
had actually expired and any delay in finally agreeing the terms of the 106 
agreement and proceeding to execution was felt likely to endanger the entire 
scheme. 

Paragraph 2.11 requires the Head of Paid Service to agree in advance his use of 
the urgency powers with the Leader of the Council. This was done. Further, since 
the decision in the present case falls within the remit of this Committee the 
decision to use the urgency powers was also agreed in advance with the 
Chairman of Development Control. 
Paragraph 2.11 further requires that the Head of Paid Service reports his use of 
the urgency powers, and his reasons for so doing, to the relevant Committee at 
the first practical opportunity. 

Recommendation 
That the Committee note the use by the Head of Paid Service of his powers under 
paragraph 2.11 of the Officer Scheme of Delegations to vary the terms of the section 
106 agreement to permit the allocation of DDC moneys to a limit of £900,000 towards 
the future maintenance of public open space 
 
 


